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Your professional solution

5 reasons for a partnership

A technology cannot be an end in itself. For the past 80 years, German company Roto  
has been developing its products for their customers. The innovative engineering work,  
the quality-oriented production and the automatisation are all serving this goal. 
The design of the Roto roof windows are unobtrusive and stylish. With its unique design, 
all functions are available easily with a single move.

Built by professionals – sold by  
professionals – installed by professionals 

Roto products are supplied via carefully  
selected independent and national builders 
merchants. This is a conscious decision,  
this way we can help guarantee, that the  
appropriate solution is chosen by retailers  
who have a good knowledge of Roto products. 
We build professional level products to be  
fitted by professional installers. 

Production and environmental management 
as well as logistics are oriented towards our 
values such as reliability, thoroughness and 
foresight independently of the country of 
production.  

German precision in construction and  
development, quality and process 
management ensure high-quality products 
and services. Worldwide and independently 
of the country of production. The consistent 
implementation of Roto values in quality 
standards and norms establishes trust with 
our partners and customers. 

That is what ‘german made’ means.

Easy, quick and safe installation 
Reliability is our trump card: thermal insulation, foil connection and installation  
bracket are pre-assembled at the factory. And thanks to the self-explanatory  
push-together system, the RotoQ can be installed in record time – intuitively,  
safely and conveniently.

‘german-made’ premium quality 
German engineering, optimal production expertise and the goal of continuously  
improving ourselves: these are only a few endorsements for Roto ‘german-made’  
premium quality. In addition, there is the use of high-quality materials, careful  
processing and the highest level of precision.

Modern energy efficiency
Whatever your customers are looking for, we have the right energy-saving window,  
whether for energy-oriented renovation or with a view to comfortable living  
for new modern constructions. Roto products will win you over even in the  
standard glazing version with high energy efficiency.

Reliable and durable
Roto are confident in the reliability of our products. Our promise: 15-year warranty 
against glass breakage due to hail for windows with single pane safety glass 
outer pane, breakage of the fittings as well as breakage of the frame under load  
according to the RAL 716/1 quality and test conditions. And you get the  
reassurance that your customers will be satisfied for many years to come.

Our customer service promise
We are here for you! Your personal on-site contact person will assist and advise  
you at any time. Whenever and wherever you need us: we solve problems quickly 
and reliably, whether on the phone or on-site by one of our service technicians.  
That is how we understand service.

15 year warranty

Uncompromising premium quality:  
only the very best materials are used

 + Against glass breakage caused by hail

 + Against hardware breakage

 + Against PVC frame breakage for loads  
 in accordance with RAL GZ 716/1
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The perspectives of craftsmanship
Roof windows and accessories 
in premium quality

Roto is close to the customer, understanding, reliable and develops 
long-term partnerships. We embrace the perspective of the trade; 
it is important to us. Seen from this perspective, the product 
range from Roto can be divided into two classes. The following 
applies in each case: Roof windows and accessories from Roto 
always have premium quality. Roto exclusively offers German 
engineering skill, which stands for reliable, continuous, 
sustainable quality and precision like none other in the world.

Initiation-price Window size
from £245

(Designo R75 H AL top-third pivot 
roof window)

from £347
(Designo R85 H WD AL top-hung  

roof window)

Operation Manual

Without  
thermal insulation

RotoQ centre pivot roof 
window Q-4

Designo R7 top-third  
pivot roof window

With thermal insulation

RotoQ centre pivot roof 
window Q-4 Plus

Designo R7 top-third  
pivot roof window Designo R8 top-hung roof window

Variations

Triple glazing  

Sound insulation

Size chart   

Handwerk
The secure solution
for every customer

Meisterstück
The window  
for custom solutions

The Craft roof windows also feature all  
of Roto‘s key values and offer premium  
quality in their class. Developed together  
with the roof window trade, they are  
appropriate for every customer need and  
are the product for day-to-day business.  
Be it a simple installation, high energy  
efficiency or special durability, reliable  
product quality is always guaranteed.  
Just the same as the experienced roofer or  
carpenter who installs the Roto Craft class.

For the professional, only the best is good 
enough. Masterpiece class windows are  
the top products from Roto in terms of  
their design and functionality. They offer  
the largest selection of models, glazing  
versions, sizes and materials. High-quality 
manufacturing and the top marks in energy 
efficiency, they continually win over  
discerning customers. Of course, they are 
also true to the Roto values and shine  
with premium quality in every regard –  
a masterpiece through and through!
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The perspectives of craftsmanship
Roof windows and accessories 
in premium quality

Initiation-price Window size
from £596

(QT4 H2CAL S0 F centre pivot roof window)
from £1302

(Designo RotoComfort i8 PVC WD AL  
top-hung roof window)

Operation Electric

Without  
thermal insulation

RotoQ Tronic centre pivot roof window QT4

With thermal insulation

Designo RotoComfort i8

Variations

Triple glazing  

Sound insulation

Size chart   

Handwerk
The secure solution
for every customer

Meisterstück
The window  
for custom solutions

The Craft roof windows also feature all  
of Roto‘s key values and offer premium  
quality in their class. Developed together  
with the roof window trade, they are  
appropriate for every customer need and  
are the product for day-to-day business.  
Be it a simple installation, high energy  
efficiency or special durability, reliable  
product quality is always guaranteed.  
Just the same as the experienced roofer or  
carpenter who installs the Roto Craft class.

For the professional, only the best is good 
enough. Masterpiece class windows are  
the top products from Roto in terms of  
their design and functionality. They offer  
the largest selection of models, glazing  
versions, sizes and materials. High-quality 
manufacturing and the top marks in energy 
efficiency, they continually win over  
discerning customers. Of course, they are 
also true to the Roto values and shine  
with premium quality in every regard –  
a masterpiece through and through!
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Handwerk
The secure solution for every customer
The Craft roof windows also feature all of Roto‘s key values and offer premium quality 
in their class. Developed together with the roof window trade, they are appropriate 
for every customer need and are the product for day-to-day business. Be it a simple 
installation, high energy efficiency or special durability, reliable product quality 
is always guaranteed. Just the same as the experienced roofer or carpenter who  
installs the Roto Craft class.

10 11

Stocked  

in natural pine 

& white painted 

pine
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RotoQ ordering guide

Roof windows
Window sizes

Ordering guide

Example 1

RotoQ centre pivot window

Example 2

RotoQ single flashing

Example 3

RotoQ exterior sun screening

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = 
Roof window designation

Q = RotoQ centre pivot window

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = 
Type designation

O-4 = RotoQ centre pivot window Q-4 
QT4 = RotoQ Tronic centre pivot   
     window QT4

Q-4 H 2C AL 55 / 78 S1 = 
Interior finish

H  = Timber

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = Glazing

2S = Double Standard glazing
2C = Double Comfort glazing
3C = Triple Comfort glazing
3P = Triple Premium glazing
3A = Triple Acoustic glazing

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = 
Flashing material

AL  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  = Copper
TV  = Titanium
RAL= Colour upon request

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = Size

55/78 = Frame external dimensions
        550/780 mm

Q-4 H 2CAL 55 / 78 S1 = 
Thermal insulation

S1  = With fan
S0  = Without fan
P5 = Pre-fitted thermal insulation

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ = 
Flashing designation

ED  =  Flashing

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ = 
Type of flashing

EDW  =  High profile tiles
EDL  =  Slate with coating pieces 
EDS =  Slate / level tiles
EDJ  =  Recessed flashing profile tiles
EDN  =  Recessed flashing slate tiles

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ = 
Installation type

1x1  = Individual installation
2x1 = Multiple installation  
  2 side by side

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ =
Flashing material

AL  =  Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  =  Copper
TV  =  Titanium pre-weathered
RAL =  Colour upon request

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ = Size

55/78 =  Frame external dimensions
      550 / 780 mm

EDW 1x1AL 55 / 78 S_ = 
Thermal insulation

S_  = For roof windows Q-4 / QT4
P_  = For roof windows Q-4 Plus

ZRO E R703 5 / 7 = 
Type of sun screening

ZRO =  External roller shutter
ZMA  =  External awning
ZAR  =  ‘Screen’ exterior blind

ZRO E  R703 5 / 7 = Operation

M =  Manuel
E  =  Electric
F  =  Wireless
S  =  Solar
 
ZRO E R703 5 / 7 = Colour of flashing

R703  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
RAL = Colour upon request

ZRO E R703 5 / 7 = Size

55 / 78 = Frame external dimensions
        550 / 780 mm

Q -4  H 2C AL 55 / 78 S1

Roof window designation
Type designation
Interior finish
Glazing  
Flashing material
Size
Thermal insulation

EDW 1x1 AL 55/78 S_

Flashing designation
Type of flashing 
Installation type
Flashing material
Size
Thermal insulation

ZRO E R703 5/7

Type of sun screening
Operation
Colour of flashing
Size

1 1 12 2 273 3 34 4 45 56 6

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

2 2

2

3 3 3

3

3 3

4 4 4

4

4

4

5 5

5

5

6 6
7

6
6

7

RotoQ standard windows
Window sizes

Application advice
RotoQ centre pivot  
windows Q-4 primarily  
for use in reachable areas  
and RotoQ Tronic centre  
pivot windows QT4 ones  
in non reachable areas.

Replacement windows

550

55

660

66

780

78

940

94

1140

114

1340

134

Q-4

Q-4

Q-4Q-4

Q-4

Q-4

Q-4 Q-4

Q-4

Q-4

Q-4

Q-4

7
8

0

7
8

9
8

0

9
8

11
8

0

11
8

1
4

0
0

1
4

0

1
6

0
0

1
6

0

Dimensions

mm

Q-4

Q-4

QT4

Standard windows

550

55

660

66

780

78

940

94

1140

114

1340

134

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

Q-4
QT4

7
8

0

7
8

9
8

0

9
8

11
8

0

11
8

1
4

0
0

1
4

0

1
6

0
0

1
6

0

Dimensions

mm
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Roof windows
RotoQ centre pivot windows 

Roof windows
RotoQ centre pivot windows 

The benefits at a glance 

 + The perspectives for you:  
 a stable design and selected materials  
 rounded off  by precise workmanship

 + Up with convenience down with costs:  
 modern glazing for a pleasant climate  
 in which to live and low energy  
 consumption

 + These roof windows are also available  
 as RotoQ centre pivot windows Q-4 Plus  
 with optional thermal insulation system  
 pre-fitted

 +  German made Roto quality –  
with a 15-year warranty*!

The benefits at a glance 

 + More assurance for you:  
 Simple, efficient installation thanks to  
 the clever push-fit system with audible 
  click feedback

 + Adjustable pivot bearing –  
 You can also adjust the sash after every  
 installation

 + Excellent prospects for you and your  
 customers: German made Roto quality –  
 with a 15-year warranty*!

To combine with

Interior blinds  page 64
Exterior sun screening  page 61

* 15-year warranty for the following damage:  
 From glass breakage caused by hail for roof windows with  
 external TSG pane, hardware breakage, breakage of frames.

Perfectly functional design 
Selected materials, precise workmanship,  
effective insulation – attractive prospects  
for customers.

Simple, quick and safe 
The major attribute of the 
new RotoQ is its secure 
attachment: The clever 
push-fit system, which 
has no external screws,  
confirms each important 
step of the installation 
process with a click. 

Really energy-efficient
Roto glazing meets the  
current funding requirements  
for energy-efficient renovation. 
With UW values of up to 
0.78 W/m²K, the RotoQ is  
suitable for passive house 
construction. 

Notes

Exterior finishes in CU/TV/RAL upon request. 
 
Surcharges for glazing please see current price list. 
 
Surcharges for white timber please see current price list. 
 
Detailed information about technical values 
page 74. 
 
Please see page 12 for a full breakdown  
of window sizes.
 

Usage: from 15° to 90°

Roof windows
RotoQ centre pivot windows Q-4 and Q4 Plus

RotoQ centre pivot windows in timber,  
double / triple glazing, Q-4 and Q-4 Plus

RotoQ is an energy efficient, functional design manufactured to the highest quality.  
Our latest-generation of favourably priced timber roof windows will win you over 
with their clever details and ergonomic  handle.  Our aim is to raise customer satisfaction, 
with a wide range of Roto accessories that you can easily retrofit without using a lot of tools.
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Operation by manual transmitter
(order separately)

Ventilation / operation 
Easy and safe by hand

Convenient and safe upkeep  
from inside and outside  
in the cleaning position

Roof windows
RotoQ Tronic centre pivot windows

Roof windows
RotoQ Tronic centre pivot windows

Roof windows
RotoQ Tronic centre pivot windows QT4

RotoQ Tronic centre pivot windows in timber,  
electric, double / triple glazing, QT4

RotoQ Tronic also sets itself apart with its functional design, high quality workmanship and  
high levels of energy efficiency. A special recommendation for those hard to reach areas at the 
top of the roof. Our latest generation of favourably priced timber roof windows will win you  
over with their clever details like the silent motor.  

The benefits at a glance 

 + Electric QT4 roof window with motor,  
 rain sensor and control

 +  Just plug in the mains cable and you’re 
all set: 230 V power connection

 +  Integrated connection for one internal and 
one external electrical sun screening product

 + Automatic ventilation is possible at any time   
 using a timer 

 +  Very quiet motor makes it ideal 
for ventilation at night

 +  German made Roto quality – 
with a 15-year warranty*!

To combine with

Interior blinds  page 64
Exterior sun screening  page 61

Perfectly functional design 
Selected materials, precise workmanship,  
effective insulation – attractive prospects  
for customers.

Simple, quick and safe 
The major attribute of the 
new RotoQ is its secure 
attachment: The clever 
push-fit system, which 
has no external screws,  
confirms each important 
step of the installation 
process with a click. 

Really energy-efficient
Roto glazing meets the  
current funding requirements  
for energy-efficient renovation. 
With UW values of up to 
0.78 W/m²K, the RotoQ
is suitable for passive house 
construction. 

* 15-year warranty for the following damage:  
 From glass breakage caused by hail for roof windows with  
 external TSG pane, hardware breakage, breakage of frames. 

The benefits at a glance 

 + More safety for you:  
 No mistakes, no stress, time-saving thanks  
 to the clever push-fit system with audible  
 click feedback

 +  Drive and control technology as standard: 
Convenient control in non-reachable areas

 + Excellent prospects for you and your  
 customers: German made Roto quality –  
 with a 15-year warranty*

Usage: from 15° to 90°

Notes

Exterior finishes in CU/TV/RAL upon request. 
 
Surcharges for glazing please see current price list. 
 
Surcharges for white timber please see current price list. 
 
Detailed information about technical values 
page 74.
 
Please see page 12 for a full breakdown  
of window sizes.
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RotoQ EDW flashing – high-profiled tiles corrugated roof panels

RotoQ EDL flashing – slate with coating pieces

RotoQ EDS flashing – slate / level tiles 

RotoQ EDP flashing – small double-deck flat tiles 

RotoQ EDW V20 flashing – to replace old third-party windows – 
high-profiled tiles corrugated roof panels

RotoQ EDW V20 flashing – to replace old third-party windows – 
slate with coating pieces

	For flat and profiled flashing materials
	For any popular pantiles and roof tiles 
 of up to about 8 cm in height

	For flat flashing materials up to 1.6 cm 
 in height (2 x 0.8 cm)
	For slate and other flashing materials similar to slate

	For flat flashing materials up to 3 cm 
 in height (2 x 1.5 cm)
	For small flat tiles
	Double deck with maximum distance 
 between rafters of 12 cm

	For flat flashing materials up to 3.5 cm in height
	For slate and other flashing materials 
 similar to slate and level tiles/pantiles

	For flat flashing materials up to 1.6 cm 
 in height (2 x 0.8 cm)
	For slate and other flashing materials similar 
 to slate and asphalt shingles

	For flat and profiled flashing materials
	For any popular pantiles and roof tiles 
 of up to 8 cm in height
	For corrugated roof panel profiles 5, 6 or 8*

	For sheets with trapezoidal 
 corrugations and slate profile sheets
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

	With coating pieces 
 without standing seam
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

	With coating pieces/ lugs combined
 with continuous side parts  
 with a high standing seam  
 for optimum water drainage
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

	For beaver tail with ridge tiles
	With continuous side parts 
 with high standing seam
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

	With coating pieces / lugs 
 without standing seam
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

	For sheets with trapezoidal 
 corrugations and slate profile sheets*
	For roof pitches of 15° – 90°

Product brochure 2016 19

Replacement windows
RotoQ centre pivot windows

RotoQ  centre pivot windows Q-4
Replacing old third-party windows

RotoQ replacement windows allow you to quickly and smoothly replace your existing  
roof window. Thanks to exact adaptation to the existing roof opening, you can carry out 
replacement quickly and easily from inside without needing any time-consuming  
expensive construction work on the roof.

The benefits at a glance 

 + Fits the existing roof opening exactly:  
 easy replacement of the old roof window

 + Replacement within just a few hours:  
 install in the morning, move in  
 in the afternoon

 + You do not need to carry out any  
 demolition, plastering or finishing work

 + German made Roto quality –  
 with a 15-year warranty*!

Notes

Exterior finishes in CU/TV/RAL upon request. 
 
Surcharges for glazing please see current price list. 
 
Surcharges for white timber please see current price list. 
 
Detailed information about technical values  
page 74.

 

Perfect connections for your RotoQ roof windows
Overview of flashing

The clever push-fit system requires no external screws and allows for quick and safe  
installation of the flashing. Supplied in anthracite-metallic as standard, flashings are 
also available in copper, pre-weathered titanium zinc or any RAL shades 
(available upon request).  

Roof windows
RotoQ overview of flashings

Usage: from 15° to 90°

* 15-year warranty for the following damage:  
 From glass breakage caused by hail for roof windows with  
 external TSG pane, hardware breakage, breakage of frames.
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RotoQ ease of installation
Installing windows has never been easier

Roofing specialists are blown away by the major feature of the new RotoQ that it  
demonstrates at installation: the click. The clever push-fit system, which has no external 
screws, confirms each important step of the installation process with audible feedback 
if it has been carried out correctly. For smooth, fast installation – and high levels of 
customer satisfaction with less  time and effort.

Roto installation aid –  
has already been filed at the patent office: 
For safe and simple installation of the sash

Only with Roto – adjustable pivot bearing:
To readjust the sash

Click installation with feedback:
For intuitive and safe installation

Safety ex-works: 
The foil edging, installation bracket and thermal insulation  
are pre-assembled at the factory

Ease of installation

RotoQ stands for high levels of quality at a fair price. Because you can  
install these high-quality timber roof windows quickly, easily and safely,  
your customers will be blown away, and you will too. The secret of our  
success is a simple push-fit system. RotoQ has no external screws,  
possesses audible feedback and an adjustable pivot bearing, allowing you 
the flexibility to adjust to any installation situation and fine-tune it later.

Advantages that make installation easy

Ease of installation

Up-to-the-minute energy efficiency
A clever solution to any challenge

Energy efficiency

Energy efficiency

Meeting the energy efficiency and  sustainability requirements  
of our customers is a top priority for Roto. Roto have set new standards  
in helping our customers save energy through the use of innovative  
new glazing options.

Good Very good Excellent

The stated values 
apply to the entire
roof window and 
not just to the pane

Designation Double
Standard (2S)

Double
Comfort (2C)

Triple
Comfort (3C)

Triple 
Premium (3P)

Triple 
Acustic (3A)

UW value 1.2 W/m²K 1.2 W/m²K 1.0 W/m²K 0.77 W/m²K 0.78 W/m²K

Thermal insulating 
value of the glass (Ug)

1.0 W/m²K 1.0 W/m²K 0.7 W/m²K 0.5 W/m²K 0.5 W/m²K

Thermal gain (total 
energy permeability g) 
higher values are better

0.52 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.43

Safety ESG = Single-
pane safety glass
LSG = Laminated  
safety glass

ESG outside
Float inside

ESG outside
VSG inside

ESG outside
ESG centre
VSG inside

ESG outside
ESG centre
VSG inside

VSG outside
ESG centre
VSG inside

Sound insulation Class 2 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 4

Anti-dew coating X X

Low energy consumption

High energy consumption

Triple Premium

Triple Comfort

Double Comfort
Double Standard

Note: UW according to DIN EN ISO 10077-1

Roto energy label RotoQ Q4 roof windows
in timber (UW values in W/m2K)

-

1,0

1,2

0,77

0,78 Triple Acustic
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Designo R7 ordering guide

Roto Designo R7 
Ordering guide

Roto Designo R7 
Window sizes

Example 1

Designo roof window

Example 2

Designo single flashing

Example 3

Designo exterior sun screening

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Roof window designation

WDF = Roof window

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Type designation

R7  = R7 Top-third pivot roof window
R75  = Glazing (Roto blueLine)
  eg. ..4, ..5, ..8, ..9P, ..9G, ..6E

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Interior finish  

K  = PVC
H  = Timber

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 =
Thermal insulation

WD = Pre-fitted thermal insulation

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 =
Flashing material

AL  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  = Copper
TV  = Titanium
RAL= Colour upon request

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7 = Size

5/7 = Frame external dimensions
    540/780 mm

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Flashing designation

EDR  =  Standard flashing
EFA = Flashing for  
  combining roof window

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Type designation

Rx  =  For all Designo roof windows

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Thermal insulation 

WD  =  Pre-fitted thermal insulation

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Installation type

1x1  = Individual installation
2x1 = Multiple installation  
  2 side by side

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Type of flashing

ZIE  =  Pantiles or profiled tiles
SDS  =  Interlocking slate 
SNO =  Slate
SNH =  Plain tiles
MUN=  Pantiles or high-profiled tiles

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Flashing material

AL  =  Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  =  Copper
TV  =  Titanzink vorbewittert
RAL =  Colour upon request

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = Size

5/7 =  Frame external dimensions
      540/780 mm

ZRO E R703 5/7 = 
Type of sun screening

ZRO =  External roller shutter
ZMA  =  External awning
ZAR  =  ‘Screen’ exterior blind

ZRO E R703 5/7 = Operation

M =  Manuel
E  =  Electric
EF  =  Wireless
SF  =  Solar
 
ZRO E R703 5/7 = 
Colour of flashing

R703  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
RAL = Colour upon request

ZRO E R703 5/7 = Size

55/78 = Frame external dimensions
        550/780 mm

WDF R75 K WD AL 5/7

Roof window designation
Type designation
Interior finish  
Flashing material
Thermal insulation
Size

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7

Flashing designation
Type designation
Thermal insulation
Installation type
Type of flashing 
Flashing material
Size

ZRO E R703 5/7

Type of sun screening
Operation
Colour of flashing
Size

1 1 12 2 23 3 34 4 45 56 6

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

2

2 2

3 3 3

3 3

3

4 4 4

4
4

4

5 5

5
5

6 6

6

6

7

7

7

Note

Please see the current price list 
for a full breakdown of our 
ordering references and coders.

Designo R7
Window sizes

9
8

0

WDF R7

WDF R7

 WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R7  WDF R7WDF R7

 WDF R7

 WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R72

WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R7 WDF R7

WDF R7

7
8

0
 

11
8

0
 

14
0

0
1
6

0
0
 

540 650 740 940 1140 1340 

9
7

11
 

14
1
6

5 6 7 9 11 13Dimensions

mm

Standard windows
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Traditional appearance

The Roto conservation roof window 
combines traditional appearance with modern 
technology to provide an energy-efficient 
product which blends perfectly with natural 
roofing materials. Based on the Designo R7 
technology its high pivot position provides 
more headroom while minimising the extent 
to which the frame protrudes into the living 
space. The operating handle positioned 
beneficially in the base of the frame makes  
life easier for users too.

Functionalities

Roto glazing

Usage: standard flashing EDR ZIE and EDR SNO 
from 15° to 65°, recessed flashing ETL SNO from 35° to 65°

Contrary to the standard roof windows on the market with centre-pivot openings in the middle  
of the window, Designo R7 is a top-third pivot roof window that can be opened outwards to 38°,  
with one handle - accessible to everyone - at the bottom of the sash. Available in timber FSC®,  
Oak or PVC (white or 2 colour options), Designo R7 re-defines the standard of roof windows.

Designo R7 
Top-third pivot roof window

Series 73 conservation roof window
Timber 

Roof windows
Designo R7

Roof windows
Series 73 conservation roof window

The benefits at a glance 

 + Easy and quick to fit: 
 Supplied fully assembled

 + Full unobstructed view and much   
 greater headroom: Opens outwards with  
 the pivot at the top-third of the window

 + More energy savings: Vapour barrier as  
 standard* and optional pre-fitted insulation  
 collar for high thermal insulation and better  
 air permeability

 + Easy handling: One single-handled  
 operation at the bottom of the window

 + Design: Interior finish in timber, exclusively  
 in Oak* or PVC (white or 2 timber effect 
 options available), resistant,long-lasting  
 and easy to clean

 + Security: Locks in the cleaning position  
 to secure maintenance

 + Convenience: Ventilation via handle  
 locking point

The benefits at a glance 

 + Harmonious integration into the roof shell  
 with recessed flashing

 + Predetermined opening position

 + Good ventilation performance due to  
 the axis in the upper third

 + Self-locking cleaning position

 + Thermal transmission value UW: 
 – With WD: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – Without WD: UW 1,5 W/m2K

* Roto exclusivity unique in UK

Plenty of  
headroom 
Top-third pivot 
point

Double glazing
Roto blueLine (5)
Roto Ornament (4) 
Roto blueLine Plus (8)

Ventilation
Easy and  
 practical

Easy and  
safe cleaning 
in cleaning 
position

Note

These roof windows are also available  
with pre-fitted insulation collar.
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Usage: from 20° to 65° Usage: from 20° to 65°

Designo R7 timber with optional pre-fitted 
insulation collar (1) and vapour barrier as standard (2)

Designo R7 PVC with optional pre-fitted 
insulation collar (1) and vapour barrier as standard (2)

1 1
2 2

* Also available in oak * Also available in oak

Designo R7 top-third pivot roof window
Timber

Designo R7 top-third pivot roof window
PVC

Designo R7 top-third pivot roof window 
with pre-fitted insulation collar*
Timber

Designo R7 top-third pivot roof window 
with pre-fitted insulation collar
PVC

Roof windows
Designo R7

Roof windows
Designo R7

The benefits at a glance 

 + Usage: All type of room environments

 + Thermal transmission value UW:
 – Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: UW 1,5 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug:
 – Double glazing 5 / 8: Ug 1,1 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 4: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Weighted sound reduction index RW:
 – Double glazing 5: 32 (-1; -4) dB 
 – Double glazing 4: 32 (-1; -4) dB 
 – Double glazing 8: 37 (-1; -5) dB 

The benefits at a glance 

 + Usage: All type of room environments

 + Thermal transmission value UW: 
 – Double glazing 5 / 4: UW 1,4 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 8: UW 1,5 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug: 
 – Double glazing 5 / 4: Ug 1,0 W/m2K 
 – Double glazing 8: Ug 1,1 W/m2K

 + Weighted sound reduction index RW:
 – Double glazing 5: 30 (-1; -3) dB  
 – Double glazing 4: 32 (-1; -3) dB 
 – Double glazing 8: 38 (-2; -5) dB

The benefits at a glance 

 + Thermal transmission value UW with WD:
 –  Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: UW 1,3 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug with WD:
 –  Double glazing 5 / 8: Ug 1,1 W/m2K
 –  Double glazing 4: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Peripheral thermal insulation system: 
 –  Pre-fitted insulation collar to 
  reduce thermal bridges 
 –  Vapour barrier included as standard  
  for high air-permeability 
 –  Double seal in EPDM rubber 
  to ensure air tightness requirement

The benefits at a glance 

 + Thermal transmission value UW with WD:
 –  Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: UW 1,3 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug with WD:
 –  Double glazing 5 / 8: Ug 1,1 W/m2K
 –  Double glazing 4: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Peripheral thermal insulation system: 
 –  Pre-fitted insulation collar to 
  reduce thermal bridges 
 –  Vapour barrier included as standard  
  for high air-permeability 
 –  Double seal in EPDM rubber 
  to ensure air tightness requirement

Note

Means of escape available as standard in certain sizes

Note

Means of escape available as standard in certain sizes.
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Meisterstück
The window for custom solutions
For the professional, only the best is good enough. Masterpiece class windows  
are the top products from Roto in terms of their design and functionality.  
They offer the largest selection of models, glazing versions, sizes and materials.  
High-quality manufacturing and the top marks in energy efficiency, they continually  
win over discerning customers. Of course, they are also true to the Roto values  
and shine with premium quality in every regard – a masterpiece through and through!

28 29

 Stocked in  

natural pine & 

PVC *Available in 

white painted 

& oak
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In order to combat climate change by substantially and rapidly reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
low-energy constructions have become a major issue. Making the most of its considerable German 
know-how in the field of eco building, Roto has invested heavily in the technical aspects of the  
Roto Designo roof window range, to make sure that it provides a convincing answer to the new  
thermal requirements of passive or low energy consumption buildings.

		High air permeability: 
 vapour barrier included as 
 standard in accordance with 
 DIN EN 12207 (classification A3) 

	‘Blower Door’ test 
 (DIN EN 13829): 
 double rubber seal to ensure 
 air tightness requirement

		Reduction of thermal 
bridges:  
pre-fitted thermal  
insulation collar* 

 (see crosssection below nb. 1) 

	High thermal
 insulation: double or triple**  
 low energy Roto glazing 

U-value of 0,80 W/m²K for 
Designo R8 (PVC) with the triple 
glazing Roto blueTec Plus (9P)
according to the ‘Passiv house’ 
standard

Isothermal diagram Designo R8
with pre-fitted insulation collar

Isothermal diagram Designo R8
without pre-fitted insulation collar

Ext. temperature 
T(e) = - 18 °C
Int. temperature 
T(i) = +20 °C

Glazing

Window sash

Window 
external frame

Pre-fitted 
insulation collar

15,28 °C
Ext. temperature 
T(e) = - 18 °C
Int. temperature 
T(i) = +20 °C

Glazing

Window sash

Window 
external frame

10,49 °C

High thermal insulation 

*  Optional on R7 and R4 RotoTronic  
 and as standard on R8 
** Triple glazing only for R8

Designo R8 PVC, with low-energy glazing, pre-fitted insulation collar (1) 
and vapour barrier as standard (2)

Air permeability

1

2

Understand what makes the Designo range
completely different

Roto Designo
Energy efficiency

Roto Designo
Energy efficiency

More natural light

Slimmer external profiles 
for a greater light area

Combination side-by-side 
or stacked for even more light * For Designo R4 RotoTronic and R7

		Greater light area*:
slimmer external profiles for  
a greater light area compared 

 to other windows on the market 

	More light: 
 window height up to 1600 mm 
 for optimal space utilisation 
 and light yield (R4, R7, R8) 

Designo R8 PVC, triple insulation glazing and external roller shutter

Natural heat

** Triple glazing for Designo R8 only

	Greater energy savings: 
 double or triple** low emissivity 
 glazing and exterior sun screening  
 to get maximum natural light  
 whilst maintaining energy saving  
 in winter and summer
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Roto Designo 
Exterior and interior finishes

* Roto exclusivity unique in UK

Exterior finishes

Interior finishes

Interior finishes

PVC Timber

Aluminium anthracite-metallic R703 
(standard)

Copper (upon request)

Titanium (upon request)

KK = PVC pine 
effect option

KM = PVC dark oak 
effect option

KS =PVC mahagony 
effect option

KN = PVC walnut 
effect option

KG = PVC golden oak 
effect option

e.g. RAL red (upon request)

The benefits at a glance 

 White PVC finish RAL 9016 
 (Please see below for timber effect options)

 Material: PVC profile added with a metallic web plate 
 Exceptional acoustic and thermal insulation
 Adapted for all types of room 
 Resistant, long-lasting and easy to clean
 100 % recyclable

The benefits at a glance 

 Coated pine or exclusive to Roto = oak
 Material: solid timber with multi-layer sections
 Adapted for all types of room 
 Tradition, quality and style 
 Natural material requiring little maintenance

Perfectly reflecting the Roto policy of ‘More freedom for more convenience’, the Designo roof window 
range is really ‘better conceived’. In comparison to the conventional centre pivot roof windows, the  
Roto Designo roof window’s opening axis is positioned at the top of the window allowing the sash  
to open outwards with one handle at the bottom. There is no obtrusive sash jutting into your living  
space, blocking the view or creating an obstacle on your way to the open window.

Roto Designo
Opening

Roto Designo
Opening

Roto Designo
Specifications

Designo R8
Top-hung roof window
 
	Window sash opened steplessly to 45°
	Single handled operation at the bottom
	Double or triple low emissivity glazing
	Thermal insulation system pre-fitted*
	Maximum headroom and panoramic view 
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Roto Designo ordering guide

Roto Designo 
Ordering guide

Roto Designo 
Window sizes

Example 1

Designo roof window

Example 2

Designo single flashing

Example 3

Designo exterior sun screening

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Roof window designation

WDF = Roof window
WDC = Roof window Comfort 
WDT = Roof window Tronic

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Type designation

R8  = R8 Top-hung roof window
  eg. R8, i8, R1, R3, R5, ...
R85  = Glazing (Roto blueLine)
  eg. ..4, ..5, ..8, ..9P, ..9G, ..6E

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 = 
Interior finish  

K  = PVC
H  = Timber

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 =
Thermal insulation

WD = Pre-fitted thermal insulation

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 =
Flashing material

AL  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  = Copper
TV  = Titanium
RAL= Colour upon request

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7 = Size

5/7 = Frame external dimensions
    540/780 mm

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Flashing designation

EDR  =  Standard flashing
EFA = Flashing for  
  combining roof window

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Type designation

Rx  =  For all Designo roof windows

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Thermal insulation 

WD  =  Pre-fitted thermal insulation

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Installation type

1x1  = Individual installation
2x1 = Multiple installation  
  2 side by side

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Type of flashing

ZIE  =  Pantiles or profiled tiles
SDS  =  Interlocking slate 
SNO =  Slate
SNH =  Plain tiles
MUN=  Pantiles or high-profiled tiles

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = 
Flashing material

AL  =  Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
CU  =  Copper
TV  =  Titanzink vorbewittert
RAL =  Colour upon request

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7 = Size

5/7 =  Frame external dimensions
      540/780 mm

ZRO E R703 5/7 = 
Type of sun screening

ZRO =  External roller shutter
ZMA  =  External awning
ZAR  =  ‘Screen’ exterior blind

ZRO E R703 5/7 = Operation

M =  Manuel
E  =  Electric
EF  =  Wireless
SF  =  Solar
 
ZRO E R703 5/7 = 
Colour of flashing

R703  = Aluminium Anthracite-Metallic
RAL =  Colour upon request

ZRO E R703 5/7 = Size

55/78 = Frame external dimensions
     550/780 mm

WDF R85 K WD AL 5/7

Roof window designation
Type designation
Interior finish  
Flashing material
Thermal insulation
Size

EDR Rx WD 1x1 ZIE AL 5/7

Flashing designation
Type designation
Thermal insulation
Installation type
Type of flashing 
Flashing material
Size

ZRO E R703 5/7

Type of sun screening
Operation
Colour of flashing
Size

1 1 12 2 23 3 34 4 45 56 6

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

2 2 2

3 3 3

3

3

3

4 4 4

4

4

4

5 5

5

5

6 6

6
6

7

7

7

Note

Please see the current price list 
for a full breakdown of our 
ordering references and coders.

Designo
Window sizes

9
8

0

WDF R8

WDF R8
WDC i8

WDF R8
WDC i8

WDC i8

 WDF R8 WDF R8  WDF R8 
 

WDF R8

 WDF R8

 WDF R8
 

WDF R8 WDF R8

WDF R8 WDF R8
WDC i8

WDF R8
WDC i8

WDF R8 
WDC i8

WDF R8
WDC i8

WDF R8
WDC i8

7
8

0
 

11
8

0
 

14
0

0
1
6

0
0
 

540 650 740 940 1140 1340 

1
8

0
0

WDF R8 WDF R8
WDC i8

WDF R8
WDC i8

  WDC i8

9
7

11
 

14
1
6

1
8

5 6 7 9 11 13Dimensions

mm

Standard windows
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Functionalities

Roto glazing

The time when you bowed under the sash of your window to enjoy the view is gone! The control  
bar at the top of the window can be forgotten! With Designo R8 in timber FSC® or PVC  
(white or 5 colour options), finally discover the convenience of a unique handle at the bottom of  
the sash and the pleasure of a panoramic view thanks to the top-hung outward opening of 45°.

Designo R8 top-hung roof window
with insulation collar as standard

Roof windows
Designo R8

Roof windows
Designo R8

The benefits at a glance 

 + Easy and quick to fit: Supplied fully assembled

 + Panoramic unobstructed view and maximum   
 headroom: Maximum outward stepless  
 opening of 45° hinged at the top of the  
 window and at the convenience of the user

 + More energy savings:  
 Vapour barrier and pre-fitted insulation  
 collar as standard* for high thermal  
 insulation and better air permeability

 + Easy handling: One handle at the bottom  
 of the sash for all functions (opening,  
 ventilation and cleaning)

 + Design: Interior finish in timber or PVC  
 (white or 5 timber effect options available),  
 resistant, long-lasting and easy to clean

 + Security: Four point central locking  
 system and cleaning position locked  
 to secure maintenance

 + Convenience: Ventilation via handle  
 locking point

* Roto exclusivity unique in UK

Maximum 
headroom 
when window 
open

Triple glazing
Roto blueTec (9G) 
Roto blueTec Plus (9P)

Ventilation
Easy and  
practical

Easy and  
safe cleaning 
with self-adjusting 
cleaning position

Roto glazing

Double glazing
Roto blueLine (5)
Roto Ornament (4) 
Roto blueLine Plus (8)

Usage: from 20° to 65°

Usage: from 20° to 65°

Designo R8 top-hung roof window 
Timber

Designo R8 top-hung roof window 
PVC

The benefits at a glance 

 + Usage: All type of room environments

 + Thermal transmission value UW:

 – Triple glazing 9P: UW 0,82 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: UW 1,2 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug:
 – Triple glazing 9P: Ug 0,5 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Weighted sound reduction index RW: 
 – Triple glazing 9P: 37 (-2; -6) dB 
 – Double glazing 5 / 4: 34 (-2; -5) dB  
 – Double glazing 8: 39 (-2; -5) dB

The benefits at a glance 

 + Usage: All type of room environments

 + Thermal transmission value UW:
 – Triple glazing 9P: UW 0,80 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: UW 1,2 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug:
 – Triple glazing 9P: Ug 0,5 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 4 / 8: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Weighted sound reduction index RW:
 – Triple glazing 9P: 37 (-2; -5) dB 
 – Double glazing 5 / 4: 34 (-2; -5) dB  
 – Double glazing 8: 38 (-2; -5) dB

Note

Please allow an extra 35mm to  all side of your window when 
making your opening sizes to allow for insulation collar (WD).

Note

Please allow an extra 35mm to all side of your window when 
making your opening sizes to allow for insulation collar (WD).
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* 15 year warranty against glass breakage by hail in windows with toughened  
 outer pane, against breakage of the hardware & fracture of the PVC frame  
 with loads in accordance with RAL GZ 716/1

* Roto exclusivity unique in UK

By wall switch

Switch control 230 V
ZEL STG S

Button connection 
cable 10 m 
ZEL STG TAK

By remote control device

Remote control unit
5 channels
ZEL STG HS 5 II

Remote control unit
10 channels
ZEL STG HS 10 II

Remote control unit 
with time switch
ZEL STG ZSU HS 10 II

Via smartphone / tablet
(available separately)

Via wireless/Wi-Fi box from Becker,  
the RotoComfort i8 can be operated  
with any Wi-Fi compatible end device.

Roto glazing

The RotoComfort i8 is a ground- breaking new development that redefines the meaning of  
comfort and ease of use in the context of roof windows. An automatically operated roof window  
with no visible drive components to spoil the view outside. The drive technology is concealed  
within the window and opens it significantly more quickly than the systems used in conventional 
electric roof windows. And the best thing is, you have a choice of how to operate it. You can use  
buttons integrated in the frame, a wall switch, remote control or even your smartphone or tablet. 
It’s a level of comfort and convenience not available until now.

Designo RotoComfort i8 top-hung roof window
with insulation collar as standard

Roof windows
Designo RotoComfort i8

Roof windows
Designo RotoComfort i8

The benefits at a glance 

 + Living comfort at the push of a button: 
 Window opens and closes fully automatically

 + Bright prospects: Drive is integrated  
 into the frame for a clear, unobstructed view

 + Full control: Control from anywhere.  
 On the window at the push of a button,  
 remote control and also via smartphone  
 when you’re away from home

 + New perspectives: Increased living comfort –  
 lower heating costs. A ray of hope for  
 your heating bills with low-energy glazing  
 for less heat loss

 + Maximum security: Window closes  
 automatically when it rains thanks to the  
 4-way central locking system. Security and  
 peace of mind as standard

 + A decision with foresight: Premium quality   
 ‘german made’ with 15-year warranty*

Triple glazing
Roto blueTec (9G) 
Roto blueTec Plus (9P)

Roto glazing

Double glazing
Roto blueLine (5)
Roto Ornament (4) 
Roto blueLine Plus (8)

Functionalities

Maximum headroom 
when window open

Easy and safe cleaning 
through self-adjusting 
cleaning position

Usage: from 20° to 65°

WDC i8 is available with 9G and 9P glazing
For sizes 11/18, 13/16 a minimum roof pitch  
of 40° is required.

Designo RotoComfort i8  
top-hung roof window  PVC

The benefits at a glance 

 + Usage: All type of room environments 

 + Thermal transmission value UW:
 – Triple glazing 9P: UW 0,80 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 8: UW 1,2 W/m2K

 + Thermal insulating value Ug:
 – Triple glazing 9P: Ug 0,5 W/m2K
 – Double glazing 5 / 8: Ug 1,0 W/m2K

 + Weighted sound reduction index RW: 
 – Triple glazing 9P: 37 (-2; -5) dB 
 – Double glazing 5: 34 (-2; -5) dB  
 – Double glazing 8: 39 (-2; -5) dB

Notes

Please see the current price list for full information.

Please allow an extra 35mm to all side of your window when 
making your opening sizes to allow for insulation collar (WD).

Operation 

Two switches integrated into the frame allow you to comfortably open and close the window  
and the semi-automatic positioning into the cleaning position. Additional accessories for easy
operation of the RotoComfort i8:

WLAN
Radio
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Flashings
Standard and modular flashings

Roof covering

ZIE

SNO

SNH

MUN

ZIE Pantiles or profiled tiles
	Aimed for roof pitches 
 from 15° to 90°
	Flashing for installing one roof window  
 in flat or profiled roofing materials

	Not for interlocking slate
	For tile materials from 
 15 to 45 mm height

SNO Slate
	Aimed for roof pitches from 15° to 90°
	Flashing for installing one roof window  
 into slate up to 15 mm thickness

	Not for interlocking slate 
	Coupled version 
 also available

SNH Plain tiles
	Aimed for roof pitches from 15° to 90°
	Flashing for installing one roof window  
 in plain tiles (max. length 270 mm)

	Maximum thickness 
 of 15 mm

MUN Pantiles or high-profiled tiles
	Aimed for roof pitches from 15° to 90°
	Flashing for installing one roof window  
 in flat or profiled roofing material up to  
 120 mm in profile

	For tile materials above 
 45 mm height

Flashings
Standard and modular flashings

Flashings
Different types of flashings

Flashings
Standard and modular flashings

System and precision. Our large choice of roof connections is the result of a system that is both 
sophisticated and flexible. There are connections for individual windows, for combinations of  
several roof windows, for recessed windows, for flat roof installation frames or combining roof  
windows. We attach the greatest importance to the thermal insulation and waterproofing of our 
systems, and we also offer a connection kit to the roof boarding screen.

EDR: Standard flashing EFA: Flashing for combining roof window
	Minimum roof pitch 15° 	Minimum roof pitch 15°

ETL: Recessed flashing
	Minimum roof pitch 35° without WD (R4/R7)
	Minimum roof pitch 35° with WD (R4/R7/R8)

The benefits at a glance 

 + Adaptable to a multitude of roof types

 + Wide choice of standard or optional  
 exterior finishes

 + Connection components allowing  
 a multitude of combinations 

 + Long-term protection against climatic  
 conditions 
 
 
 
 

Modular connections

All configurations are possible with Roto 
modular connection systems. Do not hesitate 
to consult us. With the greatest of pleasure  
we will be able to design your project with  
you, to create the most classic or the most  
original roof windows fitted side-by-side or  
one above the other

SDS

SDS Interlocking slate
	Aimed at roof pitches 
 from 22.5° to 90°
	Flashing for installing one 
 roof window into interlocking slate
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Modular flashings

a) EDR Rx O + U 
 Top & bottom single flashing 

b) Water drain channel  
 (except for metal roofing)

c) EDR Rx SEB U  
 Bottom flashing side-parts

d) Mounting clips

EDR Rx 1x1 single flashing, 
consisting of:

A

Single flashing (1x1) Multiple flashings (3x2)

EDR Rx 1x1 
Single flashing  
(incl. water drain channel, 
except for metal roofing)

EDR Rx MEB 
Flashing central part

EDR Rx SEB O 
Top flashing side-parts

EDR Rx 1x2 single flashing, 
consisting of:

A

F

K

Multiple ‘stacked’ flashings (1x2)

EDR Rx O + U L  Left-hand top & bottom flashing 
 (incl. water drain channel, except for metal roofing)

EDR Rx O + U M  Centre top & bottom flashing 
 (incl. water drain channel, except for metal roofing)

EDR Rx O + U R  Right-hand top & bottom flashing 
 (incl. water drain channel, except for metal roofing)

EDR Rx UBL U Bottom U-gutter flashing incl. flashing shrouds

EDR Rx MEB L Left centre-part flashing

EDR Rx MEB M Centre centre-part flashing

EDR Rx MEB R Right centre-part flashing

EDR Rx UBL O Top U-gutter flashing incl. flashing shrouds

EDR Rx SEB O Top flashing side-parts

EDR Rx SEB U Bottom flashing side-parts

EDR Rx 3x2 Multiple flashing, consisting of:

B

C

D

E

G

H

I

J

K

L

Modular flashings

Flashings
Modular flashings

Flashings
Modular flashings
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Side-by-side, stacked or quad flashings
EDR 1x2 / 2x1

The benefits at a glance 

 + Window combinations enable  
 any desired width with window heights  
 up to 1.80 m with a bottom-mounted  
 handle for matching operating  
 convenience

 + Optimal space utilisation and light yield

 + Perfect interior appearance

 + Side-by-side or combination installations  
 provide more light: eg. two or three roof  
 windows side by side create the visual  
 impression of a continuous glazed area

Product brochure 201644

Usage: from 15°

Designo wedge-shaped installation frame
ERA Rx 1x1

The benefits at a glance 

 + Frame adapted for Designo roof windows  
 with pre-fitted insulation collar (WD)

 + Stable thermally insulated installation frame

 + All required elements for installation  
 included

 + More living space for low roof sloping

 + Multiple installations available on request

Flashings
Special installation frames

Flashings
Modular flashings
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Special application windows
The specialists from Roto
Special challenges require special solutions. With the special products from Roto, 
you’ll always be on the safe side. Be it a second emergency escape route, effective 
protection against smoke development in the event of a fire, fast and safe access 
to the roof or clear views and more living comfort: Roto has the right solution 
for all your situations on pitched roofs – for sure.

Special application windows
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Combining roof window (WFA R1)
 
More freedom. More convenience. More light. The Roto system also 
applies to special windows. An angled roof window that is unique on  
the market, available in PVC or in timber, the Designo WFA R1 allows  
a maximum amount of natural light into roof spaces and highlights  
the aesthetic and architectural aspect of the interior. With immaculate 
finishes down to the finest detail, you can choose from a multitude  
of combinations.

Roof escape window (WDA R3)

The Designo R3 WDA escape roof window, in timber or PVC,  
90° side opening to the exterior, left or right-handed opening, with  
a single handle (without an exterior locking system), ensuring locking  
from a single point, and can be locked in the ventilation position.  
A gas piston ensures the window is locked in the open position.

Smoke extraction window (WRA R5)

Certified in accordance with the EN 12101-2 European standard,  
the Designo R5 WRA smoke extraction window is atechnical  
innovation in safety. With an electronic opening only using a chain  
motor in the top part, the window opens to the exterior automatically  
in the event of a fire to allow a better evacuation of heat and smoke.  
The extraction area is 1 m2.

Installation frame for flat roofs (EBR FLD)

Looking for a convenient window for a flat roof? Roto’s flat roof 
installation frame is the perfect solution. Compared to conventional 
light domes these open up excellent perspectives: ranging from an 
unobstructed view out, right up to optimal ventilation, e.g. by means 
of RotoTronic roof windows with integrated electrical engineering. 
Furthermore you can make use of the whole range of Roto sun  
screening accessories. The robust, thermally insulated  flat roof 
installation frame is installed rapidly and easily. The aluminium frame 
upon which the window sits is included. Only the roof connection  
work must be carried out on site.

Special application windows
Designo WFA R1, WDA R3, WRA R5 and EBR FLD

Special application windows
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Usage: facade window

Designo WFA R1  
Combining roof window
Timber / PVC

Soecial application windows
Designo WFA R1 / Designo WDA R3

The benefits at a glance 

 + Interior PVC finish: Exterior finish available  
 in white PVC or now in anthracite-metallic  
 aluminium (R703)

 + Interior timber finish: Anthracite-metallic  
 aluminium exterior finish (R703)

 + Can be combined with all current Roto roof  
 window models without or with pre-fitted  
 insulation collar (WD)

 + Thermal transmission value UW: 
 – Timber: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – PVC: UW 1,1 W/m2K

Usage: from 20° to 45° according to aerodynamic opening area 
from 20° to 65° according to geometric opening area

Usage: from 20° to 85° roof slope
Interior view: lateral opening from the right side. Please indicate by ordering requested lateral opening from interior view.

Usage: from 0° to 30° roof slope

Designo WRA R5  
Smoke extraction roof window 
Timber / PVC

Designo installation frame  
for flat roofs
EBR FLD

Designo WDA R3
Side-hung emergency escape 
Timber / PVC

The benefits at a glance 

 + No handle

 + Bottom opening

 + Anti-slam protection

 + For heated living areas

 + Pre-fitted insulation collar as standard

 + Includes wind deflector as standard

 + Thermal transmission value UW: 
 – Timber with WD: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – Timber without WD: UW 1,5 W/m2K 
 – PVC with WD: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – PVC without WD: UW 1,4 W/m2K

The benefits at a glance 

 + Robust, thermally insulated installation  
 frame for flat roofs

 + Optimal light transmittance

 + Large tolerance zone suitable for prevalent  
 roof openings

 + Diverse shading/sun screening possibilities

 + Good ventilation possibility Roof window  
 not included

The benefits at a glance 

 + One-handled operation

 + Left or right handed opening

 + Anti-slam protection

 + For heated living areas

 + Pre-fitted insulation collar optional

 + Thermal transmission value UW: 
 – PVC with WD: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – PVC without WD: UW 1,4 W/m2K
 – Timber with WD: UW 1,3 W/m2K
 – Timber without WD: UW 1,5 W/m2K

Soecial application windows
Designo WRA R5 / Designo EBR FLD
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Roto connection systems
For all types of roof windows
Professional connections are essential when installing roof windows. Just as important 
as the air-tight connections on the inside is the professional workmanship on the outside. 
Especially important: Roto products are water tight, air tight and help reduce thermal 
bridging when fitted correctly. 

Roto connection systems
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Accessoires
MDA / MSA

Accessoires
MCO

MDA – Installation, insulation and connection frame
For all heat-insulated roof windows

MCO – Installation kit
For conservation windows

The benefits at a glance 

 + The installation kit is for customers who  
 are inspired by the traditional construction  
 style 

 + Easy and fast installation without losing  
 the high quality aspects of Roto

 +  Anthrazit external profiles / glazing bar. 
RAL colour R703

 + The Roto conservation installation kit  
 combines traditional appearance with  
 modern technology to provide an  
 energy-efficient product which blends  
 perfectly with natural roofing materials

The benefits at a glance 

 + Installation frame made of pressure-resistant  
 and inherently stable EPS (WLG 038) to  
 support the battens. Possible roof structures:  
 Counter batten/roof batten 30/30 mm and  
 40/30 mm (60/70) 

 + Connection without heat bridges between  
 roof windows and the roof. (Improves the  
 installation PSI value by up to 0.03 W/mK.  
 Relative to the window surface, this  
 corresponds to an improvement of about  
 0.1 W/m²K)

 + Rain-proof connection by means  
 of a membrane

 + Wind-proof connection by means  
 of adhesive tape of the roof window

MSA – Installation skirt outside
For all heat-insulated roof windows

The benefits at a glance 

 + Rain and wind-proof connection

 +  Six skirts for all window sizes 
(Fixed width, adjustable length)  

 +  When ordering, please state the width 
of the roof window
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Accessories
Timber effect options for interior PVC finishes

Timber effect options

KG 
PVC golden oak

KN* 
PVC walnut

KS*
PVC mahagony

KM* 
PVC dark oak

KK 
PVC pine

PVC inner lining
Suitable for all roof windows

The benefits at a glance 

 + Perfect aesthetics

 + No external screws

 + Suitable for all interior configurations 

 + Simple installation

 + Low maintenance PVC profiles

Accessoires
External connection kit

Accessoires
Timber effect options and inner lining

Application area
 
Follow these steps to ensure a water tight 
seal between the roof window with pre-fitted 
insulation collar.

1. Cut the sarking membrane and keep  
 some material on each side for the plates.

2. Install the lateral corner profiles and 
 seal the plates with the adhesive foil roll  
 enclosed.

3. Finish and seal the lateral profiles and  
 adhesive corners from inside enclosed.

Roto external connection kit
For greater tightness

The benefits at a glance 

 + Water tight collar

 + Simple and quick assembling  
 due to lateral corner profiles 

 + For all dimensions applicable

Includes
 
	4 lateral corner profiles
	4 adhesive corners for inside
	1 perforated adhesive foil roll
	1 transverse drainage gutter 
	is enclosed with each flashing 

* Only available for R8, i8 and R6 roof windows
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Exterior and interior sun screening 
The right accessories for every purpose
Beautiful and comfortable living: In summer the heat is effectively shielded so that 
it always remains comfortably cool under the roof. And in winter, the thermal heat 
stays in the room rather than escaping to the outside. Roto offers you a wide range  
of roller shutters, awnings and roller blinds for inside and outside as well as decorative 
inside finishes for maximum comfort.

Sun screening, decoration & other accessoires
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More convenient Roto roof windows
Overview of exterior sun screening

The best protection from sunlight and heat, and in winter from the cold, starts outside  
in front of the window pane. With Roto you have a choice of three tried and tested systems:  
Roto exterior roller shutters, external awnings and exterior ‘screen’ blinds, all of which offer  
optimum efficiency and ease of use. Whilst incorporating outstanding design, all three are  
coordinated exactly to Roto roof windows.  

Accessoires
Exterior sun screening

The Roto modular system
Choose the right accessory to enhance your space

Accessories
The Roto modular system

When you choose a roof window, you think of the practical aspects first – generous and bright  
spaces, functionality and technical specifications. However, of all the windows and door frames of  
a house, it is the roof window that is the most exposed to all types of attack (heat, rain, ice, forced  
entry). Paradoxically, it is the least protected. This is why only a good choice of exterior and interior 
accessories will give you the window that is most suitable for the needs of the end user.

Brightness and comfort  
guaranteed in all your rooms

Controlled light, regulation of the ambient 
temperature, optimum perspective... Roto 
exterior sun protection or interior decoration 
equipment allow you to give meticulous care to 
your living space and well-being. With Roto you 
have the choice from a multitude of solutions 
and models: roller shutters, exterior sun blinds, 
interior PVC finish, interior blinds, black-out 
blinds, venetian or pleated blinds, manually or 
electrically controlled.

Accessories to bring comfort  
or to give convenience

Installed at the same time as the roof window, 
or added later depending on the needs of the  
user, Roto exterior and interior accessories  
are designed to be really multipurpose so  
as to always provide more convenience.

The benefits at a glance 

 + No limit to your imagination: accessories that  
 perfectly complement each other, and are  
 practical so as to meet the needs of the user,  
 according to the way they want, and how they  
 want them

 + Design and fitting of accessories in a way that  
 retains all their functionalities in all window  
 positions (open, ventilation and cleaning).  
 Adds value to converted roof spaces

 + Exterior solar protection controls natural light  
 and rises in temperature 

 + Personal touch due to a wide palette  
 of patterns and colours

 + Efficient protection against heat, cold and   
 burglary (roller shutter) 

 + Simple and fast fitting from the interior

Roto external roller shutter 

 + Up with convenience down with heating:  
 Pleasant room temperatures in summer  
 and reduced heating costs in winter

 + Weather and dirt resistant for perfect  
 functionality and good looks for many years

 + Convenience with no ifs or buts: Fully  
 functional even when the window is open 
 
Roto external awning

 + More convenience: Safe heat protection  
 with excellent light transmittance

 + Weather and wear-resistant and resistant  
 to dirt for perfect functioning and good  
 looks for many years

 + Convenience with no ifs or buts: Fully  
 functional even when the window is open 
 
Roto ‘screen’ exterior blind

 + Effective heat protection for more comfort- 
 able living – the optimum combination  
 with internal Roto blackout roller blinds

 + Weather and wear-resistant and resistant  
 to dirt for perfect functioning and  
 good looks for many years

 + Operation made easy: Easy handling  
 in the window cleaning position
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Heat protection without darkening

If not light, but rather heat needs to be deflected, 
it would be favourable to use the Roto electrical 
external awning. Approximately 95 % of the 
heat radiation can be deflected this way, before 
it reaches the window pane. A high level of 
efficiency and air circulation between the textile 
and the window pane provide for a pleasant  
room climate – ideal for example when working 
in an attic office. The ventilation is no problem: 
The external awning works in every sash  
position without any restrictions.

Sun screening

The Roto ‘Screen’ exterior blind with its plastic- 
coated glass fibre fabric, ensures that approx.  
70 % of the heat radiation doesn’t reach the 
window pane in the first place. Even if the blind 
has been pulled down, the roof window’s functions 
remain fully functional without any restrictions. 

Protects from heat, protects from cold

Effective heat protection is achieved when the 
heat radiation is reflected before it reaches the 
window pane. Accessories positioned on the 
roof window’s exterior are for this reason the 
first choice. The Roto electrical external roller 
shutter fulfils particularly high requirements.  
It doesn’t just control brightness and darkness. 
It also creates a comfortable living atmosphere 
by supporting and increasing the effects of  
the Roto safety insulating glazing – an ideal 
supplement to Roto roof windows.

External awning

External roller shutter

Exterior sun screening
External awning ZMA

Exterior sun screening
External roller shutter ZRO

Accessories
Exterior sun screening

Accessories
Exterior sun screening

The benefits at a glance 

 + Perfect heat protection, optimally  
 matched to the roof windows Fast and  
 uncomplicated installation from the inside

 + Fully operational when the window is open

The benefits at a glance 

 + Total operativeness when the window  
 is open Optimal sun and heat protection

 + Electrical drive unit as standard

 + Fast and uncomplicated installation  
 from the inside

‘Screen’ exterior blind

Exterior sun screening
‘Screen’ exterior blind ZAR

The benefits at a glance 

 + Sun and heat protection, 
 high-quality insulation 

 + Protects against light and glare

 + Fully operational when the window is open
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Blackout roller blinds
ZRV

Exclusive and Standard roller blinds
ZRE / ZRS

Colours availableColours available

Trend uniTrend uni

Standard uniStandard uni

Trend patternsTrend patterns

1-R01 white1-V01 white 1-V02 light beige 1-V03 beige 1-V04 brown beige 1-R02 light beige 1-R03 beige 1-R04 brown beige 1-R05 light grey1-V05 light grey 1-V06 dark grey 1-R06 dark grey

2-R26 yellow2-V26 yellow 2-V27 orange 2-V21 red 2-V28 rose 2-R27 orange 2-R21 red 2-R28 rose 2-R29 pink2-V29 pink 2-V30 lilac

2-V25 apple green 2-V23 turquoise

2-R30 lilac

2-R25 apple green 2-R23 turquoise 2-R24 jade2-V24 petrol 2-V22 midnight blue 2-V31 brown 2-V23 turquoise 2-R22 midnight blue 2-R31 brown 2-R32 black

3-R58 white lines2-V58 white matrix 3-V54 white bars 3-V52 beige lines 3-V53 beige flowers 3-R56 white leaves 3-R59 beige lines 3-R52 beige stripes 3-R54 beige circles2-V59 orange matrix 3-V60 lilac matrix

3-V61 turquoise matrix 3-V62 navy blue stars

3-R60 green lines

3-R61 blue rays 3-R57 plum leaves 3-R62 rose rays3-V57 brown circles 3-V56 grey circles 3-V53 black lines 3-V55 black bars 3-R51 grey stripes 3-R53 brown stripes 3-R55 black circles

Accessories
Interior blinds

Accessories
Interior blinds

The benefits at a glance 

 + Blackout without lateral light  
 transmittance*

 + Pull bar guided effortlessly in lateral tracks

 + The close fitting design limits the air  
 exchange between roller blind fabric  
 and the glass pane

 + Limits temperature increase when  
 combined with ‘Screen’ exterior blind

 + Profiles available in white or anodised  
 aluminium

 + Easy installation due to the  
 pre-assembled casing

The benefits at a glance 

 + Easy installation due to the  
 pre-assembled casing

 + Protection against glaring sunlight 

 + Provides privacy

 + Fabric printed on one side, waterproof,  
 lightfast and can be wiped with a damp cloth

 + Profiles available in white or anodised  
 aluminium

 + Pull bar on ‘Standard’ roller blind  
 can be  fixed in 3 positions

 + Additional convenience for ‘Exclusive’ roller  
 blind: pull bar effortlessly guided in lateral  
 tracks

Note

* Not absolute darkness in the physical sense.  
 In summer not sufficient as solar protection,  
 recommended in conjunction with an exterior blind.

Slight colour variations are possible during production.  
Pattern illustrations are not true to scale.

Note

Slight colour variations are possible during production.  
Pattern illustrations are not true to scale.

No light from the side Quick installation and effective sun screening
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Venetian blinds for Designo roof windows only
ZJA

Colours available

Colours available

Standard uni

Standard uni

Trend uni

Trend uni

Trend patterns

Darkening uni Darkening patterns

1-F01 white

1-J01 white 1-J02 light beige 1-J03 beige 1-J05 light grey1-J04 silver 1-J06 dark grey

2-J25 thermal white 2-J25 yellow 2-J24 green 2-J22 red

1-F02 light beige

2-F26 yellow 2-F27 light orange 2-F28 orange

1-F03 beige

2-F30 rose

1-F05 light grey

2-f21 red

1-F04 light brown

2-F29 lilac

1-F06 dark grey

3-F59 white butterflies 3-F54 white tendrils 3-F51 white stripes 3-F60 beige butterflies 3-F62 beige stripes 3-F53 blue stripes

3-F58 red rings 3-F61 light green  
butterflies

3-F62 rose butterflies 3-F55 plum tendrils 3-F57 lilac rings 3-F56 brown tendrils

4-F71 white 4-F72 beige 4-F73 grey 4-F74 blue 5-F82 white dots 5-F81 dark blue dots

2-F25 apple green 2-F24 jade 2-F23 turquoise 2-F31 brown2-F22 midnight blue 2-F32 black

2-J23 midnight blue 2-J26 brown

2-J27 brushed silver

Pleated blinds 
ZFA

Accessories
Interior blinds 

Accessories
Interior blinds

The benefits at a glance 

 + Effective sun screening while providing  
 a bright living environment

 + Manual adjustment of the louvres

Attractive design, high quality

For Designo roof windows only – 
the benefits at a glance 

 + Pleasant living ambience during  
 the daytime

 + Manual pull-bar steplessly guided  
 in lateral tracks

For RotoQ roof windows only – 
the benefits at a glance 

 + Privacy and light control as required

Light, decorative design and atmosphere 

Note

Slight colour variations are possible during production.  
Pattern illustrations are not true to scale.

Note

Slight colour variations are possible during production.  
Pattern illustrations are not true to scale.
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 Accessoires
Control units and other accessoires
Intelligent solutions are needed when more operating convenience is important.  
From the incredibly easy operation of individual accessories components, to freely  
programmable control of complete lighting systems on the pitched roof: We give you  
freedom of choice – with well-designed Roto controllers almost anything is possible.

Control units and other accessoires
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Product description
	The highest level of convenience is provided by the electric radio-controlled version
	The radio receiver for this is already integrated in the control system
	The remote control operation is carried out via the five or ten channel remote 
 control, which has to be ordered separately
	Available for single channels

Product description
Lockable handle available for Designo R8 in timber and PVC 
(please indicate the roof window’s name plate when ordering)

Product description
	In order to meet the multiple customer requirements for standard electrical 
 switch operation, we also provide the conventional, wire bound electric version
	A commercially available switch or a switch from Roto is needed; 
 this however must be ordered separately 
	A commissioning set is however enclosed

Product description
Lockable handle available for Designo R4, R7 and WDA R3 in timber and PVC 
(please indicate the roof window’s name plate when ordering)

Product description
	Radio frequency resistant to interference
	Long range
	Separate buttons for up / stop / down command
	Simple installation
	Between programmable position Individual, group and central control
	Can be integrated into the switching programme with a central plate of 55 x 55 cm

Product description (Handle in silver)
	For all RotoQ roof windows in timber 
	Colour: Stainless steel effect

Product description (Handle in white)
	For all RotoQ roof windows 
 in white painted timber
	Colour: White RAL 9016

Product description
	Radio frequency resistant to interference
	Insensitive radio frequency Great range
	Installation into a deep UP-switch Ø 58 mm
	Rolling code in transmitting report

Product description
Vertical glazing bar designed for use with Designo R4 and R7, Roto Q4 
and QT4. Combines traditional appearance with modern technology.

Product description
	Repair minor damage to the paint quickly and easily
	For all white painted Roto timber windows
	Contents: 10 ml white paint

Product description
	Radio frequency resistant to interference
	Transformer between 230 V mains voltage and 24 V low voltage 
	Generally necessary for using 24 V drive units
	One power supply unit necessary for each
	Installation into a deep UP-switch Ø 58 mm
	Connection of rain sensor or thermostatic switch possible

ZEL STG HS 5
5 channels
 
ZEL STG HS 10
10 channels

ZUB GRF 
ASB 
R8 White

ZUB GRF 
ASB 
R8 Metallic

ZEL STG S ZUB GRF 
ASB R7/R4 
White (PVC)

ZUB GRF 
ASB R7/R4 
Aluminium 
(Timber)

ZEL STG WS 1 II ZUB GRF 
RotoQ 
Silver / White

EL STG FEP 24V 

For use 
with R4 
and R7

ZUB RLA __

EL STG NT 24V ZUB TFB L 1170 – 1900
Length: 
1170 – 1900 mm

ZUB TFB L 1700 – 2940
Length: 
1700 – 2940 mm

ZUB TFB L 1170 – 1900
Length: 
1170 – 1900 mm

ZUB TFB L 1700 – 2940
Length: 
1700 – 2940 mm

Please see the current price list for full information.

Accessories
Control units

Accessories
Other accessoires

Control units Other accessoires

Remote control unit Lockable handle Designo R8

Switch control Lockable handle Designo R4/R7 and WDA R3

Wireless switch control RotoQ handle

Radio frequency 24 V

Designo vertical glazing bar

Refinishing paint, white, RAL 9016

Radio frequency 24 V Designo opening pole RotoQ opening pole
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Technology and details
Planning instructions
From professionals – for professionals. Planning instructions as well as installation diagrams  
and cross-section drawings for professional installation of the RotoQ product series. 
To facilitate digital planning of construction projects, boost planning precision and cost certainty, 
the entire Roto product range is also available free of charge in 3D format on the BIM platform 
(www.bimobject.com/roto). The Roto BIM construction projects can be downloaded as Revit 
and ArchiCAD data for user-friendly integration into the planning process.
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Window
type

Glass 
designation

Thermal 
insulating
value of 
the element*
(UW value 
according to
DIN EN ISO 
10077,
DIN EN ISO 
12567-2)

Thermal 
insulating
value of the
element + 
ZRO*
(UWs value 
according 
to DIN EN 
ISO 10077: 
2010-05)

Sound 
insulation 
value in dB
(RWP value 
(C; Ctr)
according  
to EN ISO 
20140-3,
717-1)

Air
permeability
class
(according  
to DIN EN 
12207)

Thermal 
insulating
value of 
the pane*
(Ug value 
according  
to DIN EN 
673)

Total energy
permeability
(g value in %
according to
DIN EN 410)

Light
transmittance
(TL value in %
according to
DIN EN 410)

UV
permeability
(TUV value in 
% according  
to DIN EN 410)

Resistance
to wind load
(according 
to DIN 
EN 12210)

Resistance 
to snow load

Reaction
to fire
(according 
to DIN 
EN 13501-1)

Resistance
to fire from
outside
(according 
to DIN 
EN 13501-5)

Impervious
to driving
rain
(according 
to DIN 
EN 12208)

Load bearing
capacity
of safety
equipment
(according to
DIN EN 14609:
2004)

RotoQ centre pivot windows Q-4

Q-4 H2SAL S1 Double Standard 1,2 1,0 31 (-1; -4) Class 4 1,0 52 72 28 Class C5 4/16/4 C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

Q-4 H2CAL S1 Double Comfort 1,2 1,0 32 (-1; -4) Class 4 1,0 51 71 1 Class C5 4/16/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

Q-4 H3CAL S0 Triple Comfort 1,0 0,87 38 (-2; -5) Class 4 0,7 55 74 1 Class C5 4/12/4/12/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

Q-4 H2OAL S1 Double Ornament 1,2 1,0 31 (-1; -4) Class 4 1,0 49 68 25 Class C5 4/16/4 C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

RotoQ centre pivot windows Q-4 Plus

Q-4 H3PAL P5 Triple Premium 0,77 0,70 38 (-2; -5) Class 4 0,5 55 74 1 Class C5 4/12/4/12/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

Q-4 H3AAL P5 Triple Acustic 0,78 0,70 42 (-2; -6) Class 4 0,5 43 63 1 Class C5 2x4 VSG/8/4/8/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

Q-4 H3OAL P5 Triple Ornament 0,91 0,80 38 (-2; -5) Class 4 0,7 52 70 1 Class C5 4/12/4/12/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

RotoQ Tronic centre pivot windows QT4 / QT4 Plus

QT4 H2CAL S0 Double Comfort 1,2 1,0 35 (-1; -3) Class 4 1,0 51 71 1 Class C5 4/16/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

QT4 H3CAL S0 Triple Comfort 1,0 0,87 38 (-2; -5) Class 4 0,7 55 74 1 Class C5 4/12/4/12/2x3 VSG C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

QT4 H2OAL S0 Double Ornament 1,2 1,0 33 (-2; -4) Class 4 1,0 49 68 25 Class C5 4/16/4 C-s1,d0 Broof(t1) E 1200 Pass

RotoQ roof windows
Technical values and glazing

Roof windows
Technology and details

Roof windows
Technology and details

The stated values refer to the test results of independent institutes.  
The stated sound insulation value for noise protection class IV refers to the complete installation. 
You can request detailed information about the tests and installation from us.

* U values measured in vertical installation situation as specified in the standard
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Technology and details
Planning instructions
From professionals – for professionals. Planning instructions as well as installation diagrams  
and cross-section drawings for professional installation of the RotoQ product series. 
To facilitate digital planning of construction projects, boost planning precision and cost certainty, 
the entire Roto product range is also available free of charge in 3D format on the BIM platform 
(www.bimobject.com/roto). The Roto BIM construction projects can be downloaded as Revit 
and ArchiCAD data for user-friendly integration into the planning process.

Roto Designo
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Toughened safety glass TSG: 
4 mm exterior single-pane safety glass  
for increased security

Special gas filling: 
16 mm space between panes with argon gas filling 
for increased thermal insulation

Interior pane: 
4 mm float glass with precious metal coating  
for increased thermal insulation

 

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm exterior single-pane safety glass with pyrolytic 
coating on the outside to prevent fogging up
Special gas filling: 10 mm space between panes 
with argon gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm intermediate single-pane safety glass  
with precious metal coating for increased  
thermal insulation, heat protection and security

Special gas filling: 10 mm space between panes 
with argon gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Laminated safety glass LSG:  
4 mm interior laminated safety glass with precious 
metal coating for increased thermal insulation,  
heat protection and increased security

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm exterior single-pane safety glass with pyrolytic 
coating on the outside to prevent fogging up

Special gas filling: 10 mm space between panes 
with krypton gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm intermediate single-pane safety glass  
with precious metal coating for increased thermal 
insulation, heat protection and security

Special gas filling: 10 mm space between panes 
with krypton gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Laminated safety glass LSG:  
4 mm interior laminated safety glass with precious 
metal coating for increased thermal insulation,  
heat protection and increased security

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm exterior single-pane safety glass  
for increased security with ornamental structure 
504 for privacy screening

Special gas filling:  
16 mm space between panes with argon gas filling 
for increased thermal insulation

Interior pane:  
4 mm float glass with precious metal coating  
for increased thermal insulation

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
8 mm exterior laminated safety glass with pyrolytic 
coating on the outside to prevent fogging up

Special gas filling: 7 mm space between panes with 
krypton gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm intermediate single-pane safety glass with  
precious metal coating for increased thermal  
insulation, heat protection and security

Special gas filling: 7 mm space between panes with 
krypton gas filling for increased thermal insulation

Laminated safety glass LSG:  
6 mm interior laminated safety glass with precious 
metal coating for increased thermal insulation,  
heat protection and increased security

Toughened safety glass TSG:  
4 mm exterior single-pane safety glass for increased 
security 
Special gas filling:  
16 mm (14 mm for R7/R4) space between panes
with argon gas filling for increased thermal insulation
Laminated safety glass LSG:  
6 mm laminated safety glass with precious metal  
coating for increased thermal insulation,  
heat protection and increased security

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug:  
	– Designo R8: 1,0 W/m2K
	– Designo R4/R7: 1,1 W/m2K (timber) 
	Total energy permeability g: 50 % 
	Light transmission TL: 71 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 26 %
	Thermal insulation
	Safety against destruction from outside

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug: 0,8 W/m2K
	Total energy permeability g: 54 % 
	Light transmission TL: 72 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 1 %
	Thermal insulation and privacy screening 
	Safety against destruction from outside
	Triple insulation glazing
	Free view without dew thanks to 
 the anti-dew coating 
	Protection against condensation and freezing
	Sun and heat protection
	Safety against destruction from outside and inside

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug: 0,5 W/m2K
	Total energy permeability g: 40 % 
	Light transmission TL: 59 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 1 %
	Thermal insulation and privacy screening 
	Safety against destruction from outside
	Triple insulation glazing
	Free view without dew thanks to 
 the anti-dew coating 
	Protection against condensation and freezing
	Sun and heat protection
	Safety against destruction from outside and inside

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug:   
	– Designo R8: 1,0 W/m2K
	– Designo R4/R7: 1,1 W/m2K (timber) 
	Total energy permeability g: 50 % 
	Light transmission TL: 72 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 26 %
	Thermal insulation and privacy screening 
	Safety against destruction from outside

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug: 0,7 W/m2K 
	Total energy permeability g: 43 %
	Light transmission TL: 64 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 1 %
	Triple insulation glazing
	Free view without dew thanks to the anti-dew coating 
	Protection against condensation and freezing
	Sun and heat protection
	Safety against destruction from outside and inside 
	Particularly effective in buildings near to urban 
 traffic, motorways, train stations and airports

Technical glazing specifications
	Thermal insulating value Ug:  
	– Designo R8: 1,0 W/m2K
	– Designo R4/R7: 1,1 W/m2K (timber) 
	Total energy permeability g: 51 % 
	Light transmission TL: 71 %
	UV light transmission TUV: 1 %
	Free view without dew thanks to the anti-dew coating 
	Protection against condensation and freezing up
	Sun and heat protection
	Safety against destruction from outside and inside 
	Applications for which an ‘LSG’
 (laminated safety glass) pane is required

Roto blueLine (glazing 5) for roof windows WDF R8 K/H, WDF R7 K/H, WDT R4 K/H 
and WDA R3 K/H double safety and thermal glazing (TSG 4 / argon 16 / float 4)

Roto blueTec (glazing 9G) for roof windows WDF R8 K/H triple safety and thermal 
insulation glazing with anti-dew coating (TSG 4 / argon 10 / TSG 4 / argon 10 / LSG 4)

Roto blueTec Plus (glazing 9P) for roof windows WDF R8 K/H triple safety and thermal insulation 
glazing with anti-dew coating and sound insulation (TSG 4 / krypton 10 / TSG 4 / krypton 10 / LSG 4)

Roto Ornament (glazing 4) for roof windows WDF R8/R7 K/H, WDT R4 K/H and WDA R3 K/H 
double safety and thermal glazing with ornamental structure 504 (TSG 4 / argon 16 / float 4)

Roto acousticLine NE (glazing 6E) for roof windows WDF R8 K/H triple safety and thermal insulation 
glazing with anti-dew coating and sound insulation (TSG 4 / krypton 10 / TSG 4 / krypton 10 / LSG 4)

Roto blueLine Plus (glazing 8) 
8 for roof windows WDF R8 K/H, WDF R7 K/H, WDT R4 K/H, WRA R5 K/H and 8F for WFA R1 K/H
8: double safety and thermal insulation glazing with sound insulation  (TSG 4 / argon 14-16 / LSG 6)
8F: double safety and thermal insulation glazing and sound insulation (TSG 4 / argon 14 / LSG 6)

Roto insulation glazing overview
Technical specifications and properties

Roto Designo
Glazing overview

Roto Designo
Glazing overview

More information about technical values and glazing for all Designo roof windows: www.roto-frank.co.uk
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Definitions
In these conditions ‘SELLER’ means ROTO FRANK LIMITED of 
Swift Point, Rugby, CV21 1QH ‘BUYER’ means the person or 
company who accepts a quotation of the Seller for the sale of the 
Goods or for whose order for the Goods is accepted by the Seller 
‘GOODS’ means the goods (including any instalment of the goods 
or any parts for them) which the Seller is to supply in accordance 
with these Conditions ‘HEAD OFFICE OF THE SELLER’ means 
Swift Point, Rugby, CV21 1QH

Conditions
These conditions shall form the basis of the contract between the 
Seller and the Buyer. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
in the Buyer‘s standard conditions of purchase, these conditions 
shall apply except so far as expressly agreed in writing by a 
properly authorised person at the Head Office of the Seller.  
No servant or agent of the Seller has power to vary these 
conditions orally or to make representations or promises about 
the condition of Goods, their fitness for any purpose or any other 
matter whatsoever.

1. Order Acceptance
Unless otherwise expressly stated in writing, all quotations and 
estimates by the Seller are invitations to treat. The Buyers order  
is an offer and will become binding upon the Seller either posting 
its confirmation of the order or despatching any or all of the 
Goods contained in the Buyer‘s offer. A confirmed order may only 
be cancelled or varied with the Seller‘s consent; the giving of the 
Seller‘s consent shall not in any way prejudice the Seller‘s right to 
recover from the Buyer full compensation for any loss or expense 
arising from such cancellation or variation.

2. Warranty
2.1 The Seller warrants that the Goods conform to the contract 
specification and to any sample referred to in that specification
2.2 The Seller shall have no liability for any alleged failure of the 
goods to conform to the contract specification unless such failure 
is notified to the Head Office of the Seller within 7 days of them 
being delivered
2.3 If any of the Goods are found not to be in accordance with  
the contract specifications the Buyer shall notify the Seller within 
7 days of their being delivered. The Buyer will then arrange for the 
goods to be delivered back to the Seller and if upon examination 
by the Seller’s the Goods are found not to conform to the contract 
specification the Seller may, at its sole option, either:
(a) at its own expense replace the Goods found not to be in 
accordance with the specification; or
(b) reduce the contract price by an amount equivalent to that 
proportion of the price payable in respect of the Goods found not 
to conform with the contract specification
2.4 For any such other failure the Buyer must provide the Seller 
with written notification at the Head Office of the Seller of such 
failure within 6 months of the date of delivery or (if the Goods 
have been supplied by the Seller under a main contract with 
a defects liability period) the end of the defects liability period 
whichever is shorter
2.5 The Buyer shall in any case accept and pay at the contract  
rate for all Goods which conform with the contract specification
2.6 The Seller shall not be liable for any economic loss suffered by 
the buyer as a result of the failure of any goods to conform to the 
contract specification, including loss of profits, business, goodwill, 
or other consequential loss

2.7 The Seller does not warrant that the goods are fit for any 
particular purpose of the Buyer unless otherwise stated by the 
Seller
2.8 Save as provided for in this clause the Seller shall have no 
liability for any defect in the quality of the Goods or their failure 
to correspond to any description or sample or to be fit for any 
purpose and all other conditions, warranties, stipulations and 
undertakings, whether express or implied by statute or common
2.9 In the case of components or products not of the Seller‘s 
manufacture, but supplied by the Seller as part of a contract 
or order, the Seller will assign to the Buyer its rights against 
its supplier and these rights shall be taken in extinction of and 
substitution for any rights which the Buyer would otherwise have 
had against the Seller
2.10 The liability of the Seller under this warranty shall be limited 
to the invoice value of the components replaced or repaired and 
the Seller shall not be liable for any consequential loss or damage 
howsoever caused. It shall be the duty of the Buyer to insure 
against such consequential loss and to hold the Seller harmless 
therefrom. The Seller shall not be liable under this warranty for 
any defect in the Goods resulting directly or indirectly from their 
misuse by or the negligence of the Buyer.

3. Title, Risk and Insurance
3.1 Goods delivered shall be at the buyers risk from the time they 
are delivered
3.2 Property in Goods delivered shall not pass to the Buyer until 
the buyer has paid all sums due to the Seller
(a) in respect of the goods
(b) on any other account
(c) or until the Goods are resold by the Buyer in the normal course 
of business and at commercially reasonable terms whichever is 
the earlier
3.3 Until property in the Goods passes to the Buyer in accordance 
with clause 3.2 the Buyer shall hold them as bailed for the Seller  
and shall store them separately from any similar goods of the  
Buyer or any other person in such a way that they remain 
identifiable as the Seller’s property
3.4 The Buyer hereby grants the Seller, its agents, and employees 
and irrevocable licence at any time to enter any premises where 
the Goods are stored in order to inspect them or, where the 
Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, recover them
3.5 The Buyer shall from the time when under the terms of these 
conditions they become the sole risk of the Buyer fully insure the 
Goods against all risks with a reputable insurance company at its 
own expense. The insurance shall cover the Seller‘s interest in the 
Goods, and the Buyer shall hold in a separate bank account all 
monies paid under such insurance in trust for the Seller and shall 
pay the same to the Seller on demand.

4. Delivery
4.1 Unless otherwise agreed and stated, all quotations and 
estimates assume delivery in full loads. The Seller reserves the 
right to charge extra for delivery in part loads where requested 
by the Buyer
4.2 The Seller will deliver as near as possible to the site as a safe 
hard road permits
4.3 The Buyer shall provide at their own expense the labour for 
unloading and stacking: such labour to be available during normal 
working hours on the day notified by the Seller for delivery.  
The Buyer shall unload with reasonable despatch. Damage due to 
inadequate site access or unloading shall be at the Buyer‘s risk
4.4 The Buyer shall note any claim for short delivery and/or for 

the damage to components on the delivery schedule at the time 
of delivery and shall confirm such claims in writing to the Sellers 
Head Office within 7 working days from the date of delivery. 
Compliance with this requirement shall be a condition precedent 
to any claim for short delivery and/or damaged components. 
If short delivery does take place, the Buyer undertakes not to 
reject the Goods but to accept the Goods delivered as a part 
performance of the contract The Seller undertakes to use its best 
endeavours to have the Goods ready for delivery by the date 
agreed for delivery but it is agreed that the Buyer shall not be 
entitled to terminate this contract by reason of the Seller’s failure 
to deliver at the agreed date and the Seller accepts no liability for 
any consequential loss incurred by the Buyer as a result of any 
late delivery
4.6 Time of delivery shall not be of the essence of the contract 
unless expressly stipulated in writing.
4.7 If delivery is delayed by strikes, lock outs, fire, accidents, 
defective materials, delays in receipt of raw materials or bought-in 
goods or components, or any other cause beyond the reasonable 
control of the Seller a reasonable extension of time for delivery 
shall be granted and the Buyer shall pay such reasonable extra 
charges as shall have been occasioned by the delay
4.8 Where the Goods are not delivered by the Seller, but by an 
independent carrier nominated by the Buyer, delivery to the carrier 
shall be delivery to the Buyer
4.9 If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Goods or fails to give 
the Seller adequate delivery instructions at the time stated for 
delivery (otherwise than by reason of any cause beyond the 
Buyer’s reasonable control or by reason of the Seller’s fault) then, 
without  prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the 
Seller, the Seller may:
(a) store the Goods until actual delivery and charge the Buyer  
for the reasonable costs (including insurance) of storage; or
(b) sell the Goods at the best price readily obtainable and (after 
deducting all reasonable storage and selling expenses) account 
to the Buyer for the excess over the price under the Contract 
or charge the Buyer for any shortfall below the price under the 
Contract.

5. Carriage
The Sellers standard terms of delivery are ex works, unless 
otherwise expressly stated in writing.

6. Cost Variation
6.1 All quotations and estimates issued by the Seller are, unless 
otherwise stated, based on current cost of production (materials, 
hours and wages) and are subject to amendment on or after 
acceptance to meet any recognised rise or fall in such cost, 
including exchange rate fluctuations
6.2 Value Added Tax not included in the quotation or estimate will 
be added where and at the rate applicable.

7. Government Taxes or Levies
Any variation to prices quoted as a result of government taxes and 
levies will be for the Buyer‘s account.

8. Terms of Payment
8.1 The Buyer shall pay the price of the Goods (less any discount 
to which the Buyer is entitled, but without any other deduction) in 
accordance with the Seller’s payment terms of 30 days net, and 
the Seller shall be entitled to recover the price, notwithstanding 
that delivery may not have taken place and the property in the 
Goods has not passed to the Buyer. The time of payment of the 

price shall be of the essence of the Contract. Receipts for payment 
will be issued only upon request.
8.2 If the Buyer shall fail to pay promptly, they shall lose the benefit 
of any previously agreed discount. Failure to make payment at 
the due date shall entitle the Seller to suspend deliveries until 
payment is made or to terminate the contract in writing or to treat 
the contract as repudiated by the Buyer without prejudice to the 
Seller‘s rights to damages for breach of contract.
8.3 Any delay in making payment for the Goods shall entitle the 
Seller to charge interest on the outstanding amount at 3% above 
the base rate charged by the Seller‘s bankers from the due date 
until the date of actual payment. If payment is made more than  
30 days after the due date, the Seller is entitled to charge interest 
on the outstanding amount at 8% above the base rate charged 
by the Seller’s bankers from the due date until the date of actual 
payment.
8.4 The Buyer must pay the full invoice price, without any 
deduction, counterclaim or set off on the grounds of any alleged 
shortfall in delivery, defect of quality or failure to conform to 
specification or any other breach of contract by the Seller

9. Packaging
Unless otherwise agreed the Goods shall be delivered in the 
Seller‘s standard packaging. Special packaging specifications  
to meet the Buyer‘s requirements must be referred to the Seller  
for review and acceptance. The Seller shall make a charge for this  
and the cost will be shown as a separate item on the invoice.

10. Lien
In addition to any right of lien to which the Seller may by law be 
entitled it shall have a general lien on all Goods of the Buyer in its 
possession (although such Goods or some of them may have been 
paid for) for the unpaid price of any other Goods sold and delivered 
to the Buyer by the Seller under the same or other contracts.

11. Return of Goods
11.1 We will accept Goods for return subject to clause 2. Goods 
will be accepted in accordance with clause 2 and those Goods  
that are wrongly supplied by the Seller to the Buyer, but all other 
Goods will be returned subject to the Sellers prior agreement and 
upon terms as it shall in its absolute discretion think fit
11.2 All Goods must be accompanied by a Returns Note received 
from the Seller. A charge is levied after inspection of the Goods 
upon receipt into the warehouse by the Seller at its discretion
11.3 Freight is payable by the Buyer

12. Waiver
The Seller‘s rights shall not be affected or restricted by any 
indulgence or forbearance granted to the Buyer. No waiver by the 
Seller of any breach shall operate as a waiver of any later breach.

13. References
All orders are accepted subject to the Seller obtaining satisfactory 
trade references for the Buyer

14. Construction
The rights and obligations of the parties and all the terms and 
conditions hereof and any disputes arising out thereof shall be 
construed in accordance with English law to the jurisdiction of  
the courts of which the Buyer shall submit.

Terms & conditions of sales
Roto roof windows and hardware Ltd.

Terms & conditions of sales
Roto roof windows and hardware Ltd.
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Warranty
Quality prevails

Roto design
Natural lighting

year warranty

year warranty

year warranty

* Up to 10% more light area than standard windows in equivalent dimensions

Warranty
Quality prevails

Roto design
Natural lighting

More freedom. More comfort. We make this promise not only for the living comfort provided  
by our branded roof windows, we are also committed to security and sustained durability.  
You can take our word for it. Guaranteed. In addition to the legal rights you are entitled to  
as a customer under national legislation relating to product defects, which are not limited  
by this warranty, we grant end-customers of Roto products purchased in the United Kingdom  
and the Republic of Ireland after 1st August 2007 the following warranty:

In view of new bioclimatic challenges, greenhouse gas emissions should be substantially  
and rapidly reduced. Lowering the energy consumption of buildings is one of the measures 
taken to achieve this focus and roof windows play an important role in the energy provision  
and conservation.

Optimum brightness and energy savings!
 
Roto Designo roof windows do not open  
with a control bar at the top of the window 
which means no unnecessary reduction  
of the glass surface area, letting the most  
light possible to enter. The exterior profiles  
are thinner to allow for a larger glazing  
surface area*. Unleash your imagination with 
the wide range of dimensions in the Designo 
range and combine the windows as you wish 
to create large bright and pleasant spaces in 
your home!

15-year materials warranty

on Roto roof windows against the following types of breakage:

	for windows with toughened outer safety glass panes, 
 glass breakage caused by hail
	breakage of the fittings (excluding any accessories) 
	breakage of frames

5-year warranty

on the following types of defects due to material, construction 
and/or production faults:

	defects in Roto roof windows 
	including frames, other than 
	defects falling under the item above 
	fogginess in between the panes

2-year warranty
 
on defects due to material, construction and/or production  
faults in: 

	Roto accessories for roof windows (interior roller blinds,  
 outside roller shutters, remote controls, etc.) 
	replacement parts which are supplied in the event of a 
 warranty claim in exchange for defective Roto roof window  
 parts, unless the remaining period of the original warranty  
 is longer than 2 years, in which case the warranty on the  
 replacement parts shall be for the remaining period of the  
 original warranty
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Roto
Roof Windows and Hardware Ltd.  
Unit 2 Swift Park, 
Old Leicester Road, 
Rugby, 
Warwickshire 
CV21 1DZ 
Phone +44 (0)1788 558600
Fax +44 (0)1788 558606
info.uk@roto-frank.com

This product brochure contains part 
of our extensive Roto product range.  
More detailed information can be  
obtained from your local Roto  
merchant or roofing contractor.

www.roto-frank.co.uk


